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• Disease:  any harmful deviation from the normal structural or functional 
state of an organism, associated with certain signs and symptoms and 
differing in nature from physical injury. 

• Syndrome: a set of medical signs and symptoms which are not correlated 
with each other and often associated with a particular disease or disorder. 
The word derives from the Greek σύνδρομον, meaning "concurrence". ...

• Overlap syndrome: a medical condition which shares features of at least 
two more widely recognized disorders.



Myelin antigens

Anti-myelin antibodies as a predictor of 
clinically definite Multiple Sclerosis after CIS

Berger et al, NEJM



➢MOG–positive demyelinating disease is distinct from multiple sclerosis 

➢Myelin MOG positive demyelinating disease is part of NMOSD but distinct 
from AQP4-IgG– positive NMOSD 

➢Positivity to anti- MOG can be tested with methods of high specificity and 
sensitivity

➢Pathology and animal model studies helped to reveal clear distinction 
between anti MOG related demyelinating disease and other entities
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• In mice, MOG-IgG only causes temporary damage of myelin and axons. More importantly, it does not produce 
inflammatory cell infiltration, axonal loss, neural degeneration, or astrocyte death . 

• This effect was dependent on the T cells having weakened the blood–brain barrier; there was no correlation between 
the antibody titers and the clinical disease . 

• When the mouse IgG monoclonal antibody (mAb) equivalent of anti-MOG, known as 8-18C5 mAb, was transferred into 
animals that already had EAE, a hyperacute inflammatory response and extensive demyelinating plaques were seen. 
This suggests that perhaps MOG antibodies amplifies and modifies preexisting demyelinating pathology .

While MOG antibodies are part of immune response in EAE , they alone do not necessarily result in the 
transfer of disease and are not required for  severe clinical disease . This implies that immune system 

exposure to neurological tissue may result in MOG- IgG as a secondary consequence of preexisting damage

It could therefore be argued that perhaps MOG antibodies amplify preexisting disease 
rather than being a direct and separate pathological entity. 



1. Monophasic or relapsing acute optic neuritis, myelitis, brainstem encephalitis, encephalitis, or any combination thereof, 
and 
2. radiological or, only in patients with a history of optic neuritis, electrophysiological (VEP) findings compatible with CNS
demyelination, 
and 
3. at least one of the following findings: 
MRI 
a.Longitudinally extensive spinal cord lesion (≥3 VS, contiguous) 
b. Longitudinally extensive spinal cord atrophy (≥3 VS, contiguous) on MRI in patients with a history compatible with acute 
myelitisa
c. Conus medullaris lesions, especially if present at onset
d. Longitudinally extensive optic nerve lesion (e.g., >1/2 of the length of the pre-chiasmal optic nerve, 
e. Perioptic Gd enhancement during acute ON
f. Normal supratentorial MRI in patients with acute ON, myelitis and/or brainstem encephalitis 
g.Brain MRI abnormal but no lesion adjacent to a lateral ventricle that is ovoid/round or associated with an inferior temporal 
lobe 
lesion and no Dawson’s finger-type or juxtacortical U fiber lesion (Matthews-Jurynczyk criteriaf) 
f.Large, confluent T2 brain lesions suggestive of ADEM 

MOG encephalomyelitis: 
international recommendations on diagnosis and antibody testing 



Clinical findings 
n. Simultaneous bilateral acute ON
o. Unusually high ON frequency or disease mainly characterized by recurrent ON
p. Particularly severe visual deficit/blindness in one or both eyes during or after acute ON
q. Particularly severe or frequent episodes of acute myelitis or brainstem encephalitis
r. Permanent sphincter and/or erectile disorder after myelitis
s. Patients diagnosed with “ADEM”, “recurrent ADEM”, “multiphasic ADEM” or “ADEM-ON”
t. Acute respiratory insufficiency, disturbance of consciousness, behavioral changes, or epileptic seizures 
(radiological signs of 
demyelination required)
u. Disease started within 4 days to ~ 4 weeks after vaccination
v. Otherwise unexplained intractable nausea and vomiting or intractable hiccups (compatible with area postrema
syndrome)a
w. Co-existing teratoma or NMDAR encephalitis (low evidence) 

Fundoscopy
i. Prominent papilledema/papillitis/optic disc swelling during acute ON 
CSF 
j. Neutrophilic CSF pleocytosis or CSF WCC > 50/μlh
k. No CSF-restricted OCB as detected by IEF at first or any follow-up examinationi (applies to continental European 
patients only) 

MOG encephalomyelitis: 
international recommendations on diagnosis and antibody testing 



MOG IgG titers compared with HC 
were significantly increased in 
CIS (P < 0.001), 
RRMS (P < 0.01) 
SPMS (P < 0.05) 

MOG IgG positive: 
OIND  (4%) 
MS  (32%) 
HC (4%) 
RRMS (22%) 
SPMS  (25%) 
PPMS  (41%) 

MOG Ab positive IgG; IgM 
ADEM (19%)
Ped MS (5%)
Asian MS (8%) 
RRMS (1%)
SPMS (0%)
PPMS (0%)
CIS (0%)
HC (1%)

MOG IgG positive: 
MS (4%) 
Controls (4.7%)
CIS (7%)
NMOSD (0%) 
Viral encephalitis (0%)

MOG IgG positive: 
NMO/NMOSD (8%)
RRMS (0%)
HC  (0%) 



• Other studies found MOG-IgG in 14%–33% of MS patients, 19%–55% of ‘’other 
inflammatory neurological diseases’’, and in 3%–8% of non-inflammatory 
neurological disease patients

• In one study that used full-length human MOG, 48% of epilepsy control 
patients had a positive test result for MOG-IgG, which reduced to 5.8% when 
an IgG1-specific secondary antibody was used! 

• MOG-IgG was also found in 10% of rheumatoid arthritis patients who had no 
neurological disease !
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Abstract

Antibodies against myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) mediate demyelination in experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis

(EAE) in different animal species and are implicated in the immunopathogenesis of multiple sclerosis (MS). In order to evaluate the anti-

MOG response, we have analyzed the cerebrospinal fluids (CSFs) from 44 MS patients and 51 controls, 11 with other inflammatory

neurological disorders (OIND) and 40 with non-inflammatory neurological disorders (NIND). The frequency of anti-MOG antibodies

positive patients in theMSgroup (30%) was significantly higher compared to theNIND (8%, p= 0.02), but not compared to theOIND group

(55%, p= 0.228). Interestingly, all six patients with neurosarcoidosis had MOG-specific antibodies in their CSF. Frequency of anti-MOG

antibodies was similar in patients with clinically active and stable MS (32% and 26%, respectively; p= 0.921). However, in clinically active

MS patients, antibody titers were higher in comparison with patients with stable disease, although the difference did not reach the level of

statistical significance ( p= 0.06). These results further support the potential role of anti-MOG antibodies in the immunopathology of MS in

the subset of patients with this disease. Furthermore, our findings suggest for the first time that anti-MOG antibodies could be an accessory

diagnostic tool in neurosarcoidosis.

D 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory demyelinat-

ing disease of the central nervous system (CNS). Although

the etiology and pathogenesis of MS have not been estab-

lished yet, it is widely accepted that immunological mech-

anisms are involved [1]. In addition, the immunopathology

of MS is believed to be heterogeneous, suggesting that

different effector mechanisms may lead to the formation

of lesions [2]. In the past decade, a large body of evidence

emerged implying an important role of autoreactive B cells

and antibodies in a subset of MS patients [3]. Despite

intensive research, the target(s) for the putative pathogenic

autoantibody response still remain to be identified.

A good candidate for this autoantigen is the myelin

oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG). It is a CNS myelin-

specific glycoprotein [4], which is exclusively expressed at

the outer surface of the myelin sheath and oligodendrocyte

membrane [5], where a single immunoglobulin (Ig)-like

domain is accessible to antibodies present in extracellular

space [6,7]. At present, MOG is the only CNS myelin

antigen that can evoke both encephalitogenic T cells and

demyelinating antibodies in experimental animals. Active

immunization with MOG inducesexperimental autoimmune

encephalomyelitis (EAE) with widespread demyelination

both in rats and primates [8–11]. In these models, demyeli-

nation is mediated by antibodies and the pathology closely

reflects the spectrum of MS pathology [12,13]. Moreover,

anti-MOG antibodies were capable of causing demyelina-

tion in vitro [14], as well as in vivo, after intrathecal

injection into healthy rats or intravenous injection into

animals with EAE [15–17].

There is also increasing clinical evidence suggesting a

pathogenic role of MOG in MS. Several groups reported the

presenceof T and B cells specific for MOG in the blood and

0022-510X/03/$ - see front matter D 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Chronic inflammatory CNS disease may induce autoantibodies by 
virtue of epitope spreading.

Epiphenomenon or part of bystander activation? 

MOG-IgG is a more generalized marker of inflammation, rather than a 
disease- causing antibody, in many forms of neurological disease?



CBA-FACS, cell-based assay with flow cytometry; 
CBA-IF, cell-based assay with immunofluorescence 
ELISA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
RIA, radioimmunoprecipitation assay

Positivity to MOG abs has a wide 
range of differences when using 
different methods for detection 

yielded inconsistent results, but O’Connor’s important 

work motivated numerous researchers to use CBAs to 

detect MOG- Abs in patients with a non- MS aquired 

demyelinating syndrome.

In the initial MOG CBA studies, a lack of disease 

specificity was revealed by detection of MOG- Abs at 

low titres in people with MS or other neurological dis-

eases and in healthy individuals30,41–45. These observa-

tions suggest that factors in the serum might bind to 

MOG and produce a nonspecific positive signal, or that 

these antibodies belong to the class of natural antibod-

ies that are relatively common at low levels and are not 

removed by B cell tolerance mechanisms (particularly in 

young children), but do not cause disease. This nonspe-

cific low- titre positivity is seen in studies of other CNS 

autoantibodies, such as the NMDA receptor, which are 

also common at low titres46,47.

Regardless of the explanation for the observed non- 

specificity, the association of MOG- Abs with a non- 

MS acquired demyelinating clinical phenotype was 

re- established by improving specificity through the use of 

a higher serum dilution of 1/160 for CBA- IF, higher cut- 

off values for CBA- FACS, or by use of an IgG1-specific 

secondary antibody. Continuous dialogue between the 

laboratory and clinic has led to further improvements 

in the MOG- Ab CBA metrics (FIG. 2; Supplementary 

Tables 1–5). In more than 70% of CBA studies, all of the 

healthy or neurological controls were negative (that is, 

specificity was 100%)24,27,28,35–65. In five- sixths of CBA- 

FACS studies, people with AQP4-Ab- positive NMOSD 

were MOG- Ab seronegative44,48–52, and from 24 CBA- 

IF studies, fewer than 1% (7 of 1,520) of people with 

AQP4-Ab- positive NMOSD were found to be positive 

for MOG- Abs45,53–75. Similarly, use of CBA- IF has demon-

strated that patients with relapsing–remitting or primary 

progressive MS are predominantly MOG- Ab negative: 

only 24 (1%) of 1,608 people with MS were positive for 

MOG- Abs across 25 studies, and half of these were chil-

dren30,45,54,59–64,67,69,71–73,75–85. In these studies, most samples 

from patients with MS that were positive for MOG- Abs 

had a low titre that is considered to be borderline or equiv-

ocal. Patients with MS who are clearly seropositive for 

MOG- Abs often have atypical MS that includes features 

usually associated with MOG- Ab-associated disorders, 

such as optic neuritis, longitudinal transverse myelitis 

and atypical brain lesions. The exception to these obser-

vations is the results of CBA- FACS studies (mostly those 

published before 2016), in which 105 (6%) of 1,771 people 

with MS (57 of whom were children) were considered to 

be MOG- Ab seropositive40–42,46–51,53,56,61,63–74,86. This obser-

vation might reflect use of a sub- optimal assay cut- off. 

Regardless, the availability of this new non- MS biomarker 
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Fig. 1 | The structures and functions of myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein isoforms. The differences in the primary 

structures and membrane localizations of the MOG isoforms are determined by amino acids outside the N- terminal 

immunoglobulin domain. Exon 10a and 10b encode C- terminal amino acids (AAs) that define the α and β isoforms.  

The shortest isoforms (α4 and β4) are identical soluble immunoglobulin domains with an additional 26 amino acids that  

are encoded by exon 3. The other isoforms differ in their inclusion of exons 7 , 8 and 9. The extracelluar immunoglobulin- 

domain mediates biological functions by recognition of several binding partners, including IgG antibodies, DC- SIGN  

(a C-type lectin receptor that is expressed on the surface of dendritic cells and macrophages), complement component 

C1q, nerve growth factor (NGF) and the Rubella virus, and might also form multimers. MOG has a single glycosylation site 

at Asn31, which mediates the binding of DC- SIGN. IgG, immunoglobulin G.
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Timing ?
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Introduction

B cells, plasma cells and plasma cell secreted 

antibodies (ab) may play an important role in the 

development of central nervous system (CNS) 

demyelinating disorders, a notion that was sig-

nificantly revived by the fulminant success of 

anti-CD20-mediated B-cell depletion in recent 

clinical trials.1–3 In multiple sclerosis (M S), 

intrathecal immunoglobulin (Ig) production by 

clonally expanded and locally supported plasma 

cells remains a hallmark diagnostic finding, and 

ab depositions along with complement activation 

can be found in areas of active CNS demyelina-

tion.4 Despite exhaustive investigations, no com-

mon autoantigen has been identified so far,5 

likely relating to the fact that M S is a heterogene-

ous disorder and may comprise several disease 

Defining distinct features of anti-MOG 

antibody associated central nervous system 

demyelination

Martin S. Weber, Tobias Derfuss, Imke Metz and Wolfgang Brück

Abstract: Extensive research over the last decades basically failed to identify a common cause 

of noninfectious inflammatory central nervous system (CNS) demyelinating disease. To a great 

extent, this may reflect that the group of inflammatory CNS demyelinating disorders likely 

contains multiple pathogenetically distinct disease entities. Indeed, the greatest success so far 

in deciphering the pathogenesis of a CNS demyelinating disorder resulted from the discovery of 

anti-aquaporin (AQP)-4 antibodies (ab), which allowed progressive delineation of neuromyelitis 

optica (NMO), formerly considered a variant of the most common CNS demyelinating disorder, 

multiple sclerosis (MS), as a distinct disease. Nowadays, AQP-4 + NMO is considered an 

autoimmune astrocytopathy, in which CNS demyelination occurs only as a consequence of a 

primary destruction of astrocytes. Delineating these patients concomitantly revealed that not 

all patients presenting with clinically NMO-suggestive disease phenotype express AQP-4 ab, 

which created the pathogenetically undefined category of NMO spectrum disorders (NMOSD). 

Recent investigations discovered that a subgroup of these AQP-4 – NMOSD patients produce an 

ab response against myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG), a molecule expressed on the 

outer lamella of the myelin sheath. Using pathophysiologically meaningful cell-based assays, 

this humoral response is extremely rare in adult MS and absent in classical AQP-4 + NMO, 

sharply differentiating the evolving group from both established disorders. In this review, we 

summarize available clinical, immunological and histopathological data on patients with MOG + 

CNS demyelinating disease. By comparing this clearly distinct cohort to AQP-4 + NMO as well 

as MS, we propose that MOG+ CNS demyelinating disease represents a distinct novel disease 

entity. In addition to its diagnostic value, we furthermore provide mechanistic insight on how 

this peripheral anti-MOG ab response may be of pathogenetic relevance in triggering acute 

flares of inflammatory CNS demyelination.

Keywords: multiple sclerosis, neuromyelitis optica, myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein, 

central nervous system, demyelinating disease, astrocytopathy, oligodendrocytopathy, 

neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder, antibody, myelin
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How can two different pathologically entities related to different antigens
can share so similar localization and clinical course?



The Lab view vs the clinician view

The clinician viewpoint

Myasthenia gravis

Send
tests 
for

AchR, MusK,LRP4 antibodies

The laboratory viewpoint

AchR antibodies positivity



The paradigm of ANA antibodies:
They may be found positive in:

•Systemic lupus erythematosus

•Autoimmune hepatitis

•Rheumatoid arthritis

•Sjögren syndrome

•Scleroderma

•Autoimmune thyroid disease

•Polymyositis or dermatomyositis

•Multiple sclerosis

•Healthy individuals

Does ANA positivity defines a syndrome ?

Certainly not !



MS
NMOSD

Recurrent isolated
optic neurtitis

Recurrent myelitis

Opticospinal MS

Systemic connective 
tissue

diseases: SLE, 
Sjogren, APLA Anti-aquaporin antibodies positivity

NMO OS-MSRec ON-myelitis Connective tissue dis MS

Anti-aquaporin 
antibodies



So, lets try to make up our minds…

NMOS

Classical MS 

ADEM

pattern-II multiple sclerosis

isolated optic neuritis or transverse myelitis

CRION (Chronic relapsing inflammatory optic neuropathy) or 

Brain stem encephalitis

tumefactive MS

cortical encephalopathy

AQP-4 antibodies

Anti-MOG antibodies

NO AQP-4 or anti-MOG antibodies



I am confused…..



In conclusion:

• There are certainly immunopathogenic differences between 
patients with CNS demyelination who are classical MS and 
those with anti-MOG positivity.

• The question is whether these differences can comprise a 
distinct and totally different than MS, disease.

I argue: NO !



Our choice is simple:

Either we rewrite the Medical books and instead of clinical 
syndromes, we will have chapters of laboratory-determined 

syndromes with huge clinical variability between them

OR

Use the laboratory biomarkers just to more precisely define the 
SUBTYPES of clinical diseases, identifying the distinct pathogenic 

mechanism in each patient and tailoring accordingly the treatment


